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Take-Home Message:  

For those who are adherent and able to tolerate dual antiplatelet therapy for 12 months after drug 

eluting stent placement, extending the duration to 30 months appears to result in a significant reduction 

in stent thrombosis, as well as cardiovascular and cerebrovascular events compared to use of aspirin 

alone, though with a statistically significant increase in moderate to severe bleeding events.  

Executive Summary: 

Though rare, stent thrombosis is often associated with myocardial infarction, and therefore with 
the potential for high morbidity/mortality. Although drug-eluting stents have a lower rate of restenosis 
compared to bare-metal stents, concern exists regarding the risk for stent thrombosis beyond 1 year of 
dual-antiplatelet therapy. Valgimigli et al initially investigated short- versus long-term use of dual-
antiplatelet therapy after stenting (DES or BMS), which revealed no significant reduction in death due to 
any cause, myocardial infarction, or cerebrovascular accident at 24 months versus 6 months.   

 
Published in 2014, the DAPT study (“Twelve or 30 Months of Dual Antiplatelet Therapy after 

Drug-Eluting Stents”) looked to investigate the risks and benefits of continuing dual-antiplatelet therapy 
beyond one year after placement of a DES. The trial randomized 9,961 participants across 452 
international sites to receive either aspirin + thienopyridine or aspirin + placebo for 18 months after 
having already completed 1 year of DAPT “event free” (without death, MI, stroke, repeat 
revascularization, stent thrombosis, or major bleeding). Primary efficacy outcomes of interest included 
1) stent thrombosis (definite or probable) and 2) major adverse cardiovascular and cerebrovascular 
events (death, MI, stroke). The primary safety endpoint was moderate to severe bleeding events. 
Comparisons of the two groups did reveal a lower cumulative incidence of stent thrombosis (0.4% vs 
1.4%; HR 0.29; 95% CI 0.17-0.48; P<0.001, NNT 101), as well as a lower rate of major adverse events 
(4.3% vs 5.9%; HR 0.71; 95% CI 0.59-0.85; P<0.001, NNT 60). The study also revealed, however, that the 
rate of moderate or severe bleeding, was significantly higher in the dual antiplatelet group than in the 
aspirin alone group (2.5% vs 1.6%; HR 1.61; 95% CI 1.21-2.16; P =0.001, NNH 104). All-cause mortality 
during the primary analysis period (month 12 to month 30) was also 2.0% in the intervention arm versus 
1.5% in the control arm. This difference was attributed to an uneven number of cancer-related deaths 
between the groups.  

 
Several criticisms have surfaced regarding this trial. Looking at the design itself, the inclusion 

criteria for randomization may have selected for patients who were at a lower risk for late adverse 
events, in that only patients adherent to therapy who did not have any major adverse events during the 
standard 12 months of DAPT after DES (cardiovascular, cerebrovascular, or bleeding) were allowed to 
participate. The generalizability of the results has also been questioned as only certain DES types and 



anti-platelet therapies were studied. Lastly, the study was funded by several stent/pharma 
manufacturers, who also had roles in study design and data collection.  
 
Guidelines:  

Current AHA/ACC guidelines: DAPT for 12 months after DES. This trial has not yet affected any current 

guidelines.  

Practice changer?   

I don’t think this will change my practice mainly because of the fact that the study design selected for 

patients who were at lower risk for adverse events, especially bleeding, as they had already completed 

12 months of DAPT without such events. In select patients at high risk for stent thrombosis, etc., it may 

be appropriate to extend duration of DAPT, but that should be done on a case-by-case basis after shared 

decision making between the patient and their cardiologist.  

-------------- 

Design  

 Study design:  International, multi-center, randomized, placebo-controlled trial 

 Patients: N=9961 

o Intervention: Intensive (n=4783) 

o Control: Standard (n=4716) 

 Setting: 452 sites in 11 countries 

 Enrollment: August 13, 2009 to July 1, 2011 

 Analysis: Intention-to-treat 

 Mean follow-up: 33 months (duration of study) 

 

Population 

 Enrollment Inclusion Criteria  

o Age > 18 

o DES placement  

o No contraindications to DAPT 

o Able to provide consent 

 Randomization Inclusion Criteria  

o Completed 12 months of DAPT “event free” (death, MI, stroke, repeat revascularization, 

stent thrombosis, major bleeding) 

o Compliant (80-120% use of prescribed medication without interruption > 14 days 

 Enrollment and Randomization Exclusion Criteria  

o Pregnant women 

o Planned surgery during study period requiring > 14 day interruption in therapy 

o Life expectancy < 3 years 

o Concurrent warfarin use 

o Allergy to ASA or Plavix/Prasugrel 

o BMS placement at same time as DES placement 



o Concurrent enrollment in another trial that has not concluded or involves use of therapy that 

could affect DAPT trial outcomes 

o Stent diameter < 2.25 mm or > 4 mm 

 Baseline Characteristics  

Intervention group  Control group 

o Mean age:     61.8    61.6 

o Nonwhite race:    8.9%    8.6% 

o Prior PCI:     30.4%    31% 

o Prior CABG:    11.3%    11.8% 

o Prior MI:     22%    21.1% 

o Indication for PCI: 

 STEMI   10.6%    10.3% 

 NSTEMI   15.5%    15.5% 

 UA   16.7%    16.7% 

 Stable angina  37.5%    37.8% 

 Other   19.7%    19.6% 

o Any risk factor for stent thrombosis: 50.7%    51% 

o # of treated lesions:   1.30    1.29 

o # of treated vessels:   1.11    1.12  

o # of stents:    1.47    1.45 

 

Interventions  

 After standard 12 months of DAPT following DES placement, participants were randomized to an 

additional 18 months of ASA plus thienopyridine (Plavix or prasugrel) versus ASA plus placebo.  

 Followed month 12 to month 30 for outcomes. 

 All participants then on ASA alone month 30 to month 33.  

 

Outcomes  

Comparisons are for intervention (ASA + thienopyridine) and control (ASA + placebo). 

Primary Efficacy Endpoints:   

o Rate of stent thrombosis  
 0.4% vs 1.4% (HR 0.29; 95% CI 0.17-0.48; P<0.001) 

o Rate of major adverse cardiovascular and cerebrovascular events 
 4.3% vs 5.9% (HR 0.71; 95% CI 0.59-0.85; P<0.001) 

 

 
 
Primary Safety Endpoint: 

o Rate of moderate to severe bleeding 



 2.5% vs 1.6% (HR 1.61; 95% CI 1.21-2.16; P =0.001) 
Other adverse events: 

o All-cause mortality 
 2.0% vs 1.5% (HR 1.36; P =0.05) 

 

Criticisms  

 Study design may have selected for patients who were at a lower risk for late adverse events 
o Only patients adherent with therapy who did not have a major event, stent thrombosis or 

moderate to severe bleeding in the first 12 months of DAPT underwent randomization 

 Results may not be generalizable to all types of DES or to non-thienopyridine P2Y12 inhibitors 

 Intervention and control group had uneven number of patients with known cancer, which may have 
caused differences in all-cause mortality between the groups. 

 Funded by stent and pharma manufacturers who also contributed to study design and collection of data. 

 

Funding  

Funding was provided by Abbott Vascular (Xience everolimus-eluting stent), Boston Scientific Corporation 

(TAXUS paclitaxel-eluting and PROMUS everolimus-eluting stents), Cordis Corporation (Cypher sirolimus-eluting 

stent), Medtronic, Inc. (Endeavor zotarolimus-eluting stent), Bristol-Myers Squibb Co/Sanofii Pharmaceuticals, 

Eli Lilly and Company, Daiichi Sankyo Company Limited and a grant from the US Department of Health and 

Human services.  

 


